by John Kasun

T

Can I Have Syrup with That?

he other morning as I was sitting
down to a large plate of pancakes
and sausage my wife came bouncing into the kitchen from her exercise routine all fresh and perky like a 19-year-old
aerobics instructor on steroids. “Hunting
season is just a few months away and we
need to get in better shape,” she announced.
“When you had your heart attack last season I almost missed the rut and I am not
going to let that happen again this year. We
need to exercise and go on a diet.” She had
hit me fast and hard. I felt like someone
had just thrown a grenade into my foxhole
and while I probably couldn’t outrun the
explosion I had to give it a try. “Really
honey I don’t think you need to lose any
weight, you look just great,” I replied. “As a matter of fact I
was just thinking that you might be a little too thin.” I was
feeling smug about what I felt was the perfect answer when
she dropped the other shoe. “I was talking about you,” she
quickly replied. Feeling like a deer caught in the headlights
I tried to buy some time as I said, “Well-eh-eh-yes-I guesseh –well-eh, how about starting right after New Year’s Eve.”
No such luck, she meant NOW and she was on a roll.
As I poured extra syrup on my pancakes she explained the
various diet plans available and the really neat exercise
equipment that was on sale at the mall. Now just to set the
record straight, I have nothing against dieting and exercise.
As a mater of fact they are on my bucket list right after being
pulled naked down a gravel road behind a smoking bus and
passing a kidney stone.
For the next 45 minutes I tried all of the tricks that I have
learned as a husband over the past five decades. I pretended
not to hear, I buried my head in the newspaper, I said key
male phrases like, “Ua-Hu,” and “We’ll talk about this later,”
but all to no avail. She was undeterred as she laid out her
plan for “our new lives.” I was so upset that I could barely eat
my second helping of pancakes.
Later that day I was standing among the largest collection of exercise equipment I had ever seen. I continued to
hope I would wake up from a nightmare surely brought on
by a case of undercooked sausage but it became increasingly
obvious that I wasn’t going to be that lucky. My wife and the
salesman chatted endlessly about the different machines
and their ability to burn fat. Now personally the closest I
ever came to burning fat was while on a fishing trip when I
tripped and spilled a bag of perfectly good potato chips into
a campfire. That experience had left me emotionally scarred
and I saw no earthly reason to declare war on some perfectly
peaceful fat cells that were minding their own business.

My wife fluttered from machine to
machine comparing features and suddenly announced that she had found exactly
what we needed. There in all its glory was a
gigantic treadmill the name of which contained the words Pro Series. Now I may not
be knowledgeable about exercise equipment but the one thing I knew for sure was
anything labeled Pro Series was bound to
cost extra money. I soon learned much to
my regret that this one cost three times as
much as my most expensive hunting bow.
The salesman quickly launched into a
15 minute well rehearsed sales pitch about
all the machines features including a built
in computer, 18 speeds forward and three
in reverse, ten different inclines and twelve
built-in programmed modes plus more flashing lights then
the Chicago airport. This thing also had four built-in fans,
a reading light, a bottle holder and a scent dispenser that
could emit a variety of stimulating smells. They both ignored
me when I asked if one of the smells was pizza with extra
pepperoni.
With my wife obviously sold, the salesman turned to me
and asked if I had any questions. “Yes,” I replied. “Can we
hang some clothes on it so I can get an idea of what it will
look like once I get it home?” The look I got from my wife
told me that she was again questioning her decision to bring
me out in public without a muzzle or leash.
The next day our new Pro Series Mark 10 treadmill was
sitting in what my wife had declared as our new exercise
room or as I refer to it, “the chamber of horrors”. “Now exercise is only a part of our program while diet is the other,”
she explained as she dumped an armload of books onto the
table. Like a machine gun spitting out an endless stream of
bullets she described a variety of diet plans including the
Grapefruit Diet, Weight Watchers, the Atkins Diet and the
South Beach Diet to mention only a few. I knew from experience that I had to pick one. It was like being tortured. If
you know you are going to break anyway it is best to break
early and make it easy on yourself. From my list of choices I
reluctantly picked the South Beach Diet. I figured a diet plan
called South Beach had to include hot dogs, macaroni salad
and beer. Wrong!
Soon my wife was telling me about some of the “wonderful dishes” that would soon be ours to enjoy such as
stuffed celery sticks, spinach quiche, pureed cauliflower and
all the sugar free Jell-O I could eat.
Suddenly my heart attack last season didn’t really seem
that bad as I asked in my most pitiful voice, “Can I have
syrup with that?”
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All packages include a Premium RED HOT Optic (Multi-Reticle
Shown), 4 Arrow Quick Detach Quiver and 4 Arrows w/ field points

FOR 2012

Jack Woodworth
Waynesboro, VA
8 pt Buck harvested in
Bath County, VA

The First Ever Youth Crossbow

FPS

● Length of Pull is 1.75" SHORTER !

● Adjustable Weight Range from 125 TO 150 LBS with no special
tools, no bow press, and no additional parts required.

● Weighs-in at an AMAZING 5.5 LBS .

1-800-707-8149

www.ParkerBows.com
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MADE

IN THE USA

NEW For 2012

ONZA 3 Pro
Bengal Pro
ALL THE FEATURES
OF A $1000 BOW...

Roto
Roto

Limb Cup

Check out bow videos
at martinarchery.com

ONZA 3 Pro

Bengal Pro

for HUNDREDS less!

Visit the largest archery website!
Archers Helping Archers at Archerytalk.com
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